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1. (Ordinary) Fulton - MacPherson Configuration Spaces
FMn(X).
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conditionspaces.
Let Xbe a smooth, projective variety

Confu(X):parametrises a distinctlabelled pointson X.

- Topology: is unordered conf. space 7

purebraidgp" =
Confulx)/2m

· FilConfn(CI) =PBn:Tilunfu(K) =Bn "Artinbraid..
· Totaro proved thatH* (Confn(x); R) can be computed from
H*(X;Q).

- Algebraic geometry:Confu(P) is related to Main
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so the limiting configuration is notin confulx).

n =2
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Aside:Why compact spaces?

· Compactspaces have more geometric invariants:
can integrate over the space to get numbers (GW, DT etc

·Hodge theory only works when the space is compact.
·The way todo Hodge theory or to obtain invariants
on a non-compactspace is to find a nice compactification.
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Goal:Compactify Confu(X).
One naive compactification:X

" "boundary"
-but this is notnice! fatdiagonal- -

(The complement X") Confu(x)
=U Ws
SEI,-n)

is not a divisor in general.

&aan*Emax) which isnice.-

(FMn(X) /Conf(X) is a "simple normal crossing divisor")
boundary



1. Degenerate configurations

Am:

Find and describe a bigger compactspace FMn(X)
containing Confu(X) by adding
>L

degenerate"configurations,sit, the

boundary FMn(X) (Confn(X) is a divisor.
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Main idea:
-

Consider twopointstrying to collide:
- The location of the points
are the same (=n)

xisureene
(record tangent vectors

To

recordedatrector:Mysomeautomatinee
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Given a family ofdistinctlabelled points, p(Tux) P(TuX*K)

construct a degenerationofX:x
-At the limit, where points coincide (atn, say),
blow up at 2 and form BluX1P(TuX0C)

⑭(TX)

Then record the tangent vectors (up tosome automorphism
firing PLTnx) (

TuX -1TyX
-

a

--



- If some of thepointson the expanded component
still collide, then repeat this procedure on the component.

② TulTuX

=Taxxh*-34 o
I



-If an expanded component "has only2 markings",
contract it.

③

-hehal
I 54 contract Es4 o

consideredsame configuration
as 3
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Thm (FM'94]

- There is a compactspace FMn(X) whose

"boundary points"FMn(X)(Confn(X) parametrise
thesedata.

- FMnCX) is constructed via a sequence of blowups
ofX" replacing x"( confu(x)

=U is
SeEl.

with an SNC divisor.)

condary:FMu(X) is smoth
and projective!
-



Remarks
-

FMn(X), constructed this way, is isomorphic to

the closure ofthediagonal embedding

Confu(x) <> xxH Bls(XY
1812

This can be generalised toa

wowcompactificationof anarrange
the
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2. Configuration space Confu(XID) ofa pair (X,D)

and itscompactification (work in progress!

Setting:Asimple normal crossings pair (X,D(

e.g. (P2, D
=(X =0) +(Y =0) ( X smooth, projective
+ (z =0)

D =Di + .. +Dr divisor

⑰
-has smooth irreducible components
- locally looks like a union
ofcoordinate hyperplanes
intersecting transversely.
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Confu(XD):parametrises a distinct labelled points on

X, away from
D.

This is nowcompact, in 2 ways:

①pointscan run to D in the limit.
& Pointscan collide into each other X

in the limit ~
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Goal: Compactify Confu(XD). Do this in 2 steps:
① Compactify (XIDS"cointsaway from Ds but can collide w/(1
~call it Xp

each other)

&
Modify xeparate

the points"(FM degenerations
->call it

ID smooth:4.0 already achieved by Kim-Sato'09]. (
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Aside:Why care about Confu(XIDC?
Given a non-compact variety U, can then study confu(l)

by finding an SNC compactification (X,D) s.t. U =XLD.

So compactifying Confu(U) cut compactifying Confu(X(D)
(get FMn (XID) (
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2.1 Stable degenerations via expansions

Aim: Record "degenerate configurations" arising from
the limits of families of a labelled pointsnot onD.

n
=1, Dsmooth (for simplicity):

!-!
Idea: Record the"normal component"of the limit.
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Anitoflog geometry (withminimal
technical details (

(X,D) SNC pair, D:D,+...
+ Dr, Di irred components

Associated cone complex Ex:Rays
Di

kelimconess Dain...Dik

Eg. (P2,( =0) +(Y =0) +(z =01)
D2 Rs without the
DirDLzx =

=i 3dimensional come.* IDanDs &

Di

X 12

Ds DSDI
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subdivision of a cone complex:
Examples:Ex I,/
,

Ex =Y, or even
X = ↓ -

keyexample:
~ rays
-

Ex=R5o w/ some higher dimensional Ex=1-skeleton ofEx
comes removed. + u points

r=2:

n =3
Ex: Ex:**
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Ession
Def:The corresponding expension of X

is

CX,D =D,+D2)

* I Exsubdivision
Ex =**nes

↓ (key Example) ↓
X -> Ex
"toric

dictionary" 2x
=E

Remafeature:

Configuration space
Expansions ->ofa points on Ex -

w/n points (Tropical configuration
space (



Eg.: (X,D), D
=Di +Dr,X:

Ex:"2x=



Dz

Eg.: (X,D), D
=D1 +D2, X =⑭

Ex:"2x=
IP: bundle
- (44)

2 -Pullback modification of comes
↳ X

tomodification ofcorrespondingEx = ance* strata,

XID
Di



Eg. :(X,D), D =Di +D2, X =⑭
Ex:4", 2x=

E

IP: bundle
- (44)

2 -Pullback modification of comes
↳ X

tomodification ofcorrespondingEx = ance* strata,

- Abundle of I's over DIID1.
so X =
D

X - DinD, replaced by 2
disconnected

x -

x (C4)- components lying over it.

"
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Main Idea:

① (Tropical) configuration ofa pointson Ex
~ Ican be non-

->gives an expansion X ofXw/ n points distinct)

These give the 'boundary points' ofXia)
1:points ofXp) Confri(xD) (

② Carry out a Fulton-MacPherson degeneration
on N.

These form the pointsin FMn(XID)!
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Why is FMn(XID) compact?

↳!kann-*exmuxs
⑱Jana"Yezmexas

X

latmaxal
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Trem (thatwill resultfrom
my project)

FMn(XID) can be constructed as a scheme.
a

Andirions:
· Compute H*(FM. (XID)(
·Investigate any relation withHilb" (XID(

"log GW vslog DTtheory ofpoints
"

Thank you for listening!


